A-Fold

®

“Be bold. Go A-Fold®.”
Why pick elegance over practicality when you can have both in one
ultra-stylish folding table?
Designed by Peter Roth, the A-Fold® is the latest model by Burgess
Furniture. A multifunctional range of tables which offers flexibility and
ease of use.
Available in rectangular, round, D-ends and triangular corner sections,
the A-fold® collection blends great design with structural rigidity and
ingenious practical details. Very economic, it will save the end user
laundry costs as the table does not require clothing. The under-frame
is available in a choice of powder coated finishes and an optional
timber leg adds a natural element to tie in with surrounding features
and brings a home from home warm feeling to your spaces.

RECTANGULAR
AF1260

120cm (L) x 60cm (W)

AF1360

76cm

130cm (L) x 60cm (W)

AF1560

AF1375

130cm (L) x 75cm (W)

AF1575

150cm (L) x 60cm (W)

150cm (L) x 75cm (W)

AF1860

AF1875

180cm (L) x 60cm (W)

Detachable
modesty panel

AF1275

120cm (L) x 75cm (W)

180cm (L) x 75cm (W)

AF1470

140cm (L) x 70cm (W)
Optional bridge tops also available in three sizes
120cm x 60cm, 140cm x 70cm and 120cm x 75cm

Table trolley available. Stacks 8 max. Various trolley models
to carry the correct shape of table are available on request.

ROUND
76cm

AF150C

150cm (Dia)

AF180C

180cm (Dia)

The A-Fold® can be used in a multitude of set ups: boardroom,
U-shape, square shape, rectangle, round, classroom and more.
76cm

D-END (single leg)
AF1265D

120cm (L) x 65cm (W)

Key Features
 olding legs with integral latch to keep the
F
legs shut for easy storage
 ocking slide to ensure folding mechanism
L
is secure during use
Discreet linking clips as standard

D-END (free standing)
76cm

AF1475D

140cm (L) x 75cm (W)

AF1575D

150cm (L) x 75cm (W)

TRIANGULAR CORNER
AF60T

60cm (L) x 60cm (W)

AF70T

70cm (L) x 70cm (W)

AF75T

75cm (L) x 75cm (W)

1 8mm table tops are available in high pressure
laminate with a durable T-Barb edge in a choice
of colours
 owder coated underframe and chrome
P
locking mechanism
 hite underframe comes fitted with white
W
moulded feet (all other frame colours are fitted
with black feet)

Options
 ide variety of shapes and sizes available:
W
rectangular, round, D-ends, triangular corners
and bridge tops
 imber leg in natural, wenge stained or grey
T
stained hardwood
Aluminium modesty panel with magnetic click fit

4

Quality
Management

4

Environmental
Management

Strength test to
BS EN 15372:2016 Level 3

Burgess Furniture Ltd
Hanworth Trading Estate, Feltham, Middlesex TW13 6EH UK
Telephone +44 (0)20 8894 9231
Fax +44 (0)20 8894 2943

Follow us on:

Email sales@burgessfurniture.com
Web www.burgessfurniture.com
Please recycle.
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